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DEATH, OSSIARCH BONEREAPERS, LIEGE, HERO, LIEGE-KAVALOS

A Liege-Kavalos is a cavalry commander of uncanny skill and resilience. At a harsh 
order he can drive his Bonereapers to redouble their attack, hacking into the enemy 
ranks even as he fells dangerous foes with his commander’s blade and battle-shield.

DESCRIPTION
A Liege-Kavalos is a single model armed with a 
Commander’s Blade and Nadirite Battle-shield.

MOUNT: This model’s Kavalos steed attacks 
with its Hooves, Teeth and Barbed Tails.

ABILITIES
Unstoppable Charge: When a Kavalos steed 
charges the foe, it can use its size and weight to 
smash the enemy to the ground and crush them 
beneath its nadirite-shod hooves.

After this model makes a charge move, you can 
pick 1 enemy unit within 1" of this model and 
roll a number of dice equal to the charge roll for 
that charge move. For each 6, that enemy unit 
suffers 1 mortal wound. In addition, this model 
can move an extra 3" when it piles in if it made a 
charge move in the same turn.

COMMAND ABILITIES
Endless Duty: The service an Ossiarch Boneaper 
owes their liege never, ever ends; if so ordered, they 
will continue striking at the foe with relentless 
regularity until no one is left to oppose them.

You can use this command ability in your 
shooting phase or any combat phase. If you do 
so, pick 1 friendly Ossiarch Bonereapers 
unit that is wholly within 12" of a model with 
this command ability. Add 1 to the Attacks 
characteristic of weapons used by that unit in 
that phase. You cannot pick the same unit to 
benefit from this command ability more than 
once per phase.

LIEGE-KAVALOS
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MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Commander’s Blade 1" 3 3+ 3+ -1 2

Nadirite Battle-shield 1" 1 3+ 4+ - 1
Hooves, Teeth and Barbed Tails 1" 6 3+ 3+ -1 1
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